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SESHADRI CONSTANTS AND GRASSMANN BUNDLES OVER
CURVES
INDRANIL BISWAS, KRISHNA HANUMANTHU, D. S. NAGARAJ, AND PETER E. NEWSTEAD
Abstract. Let X be a smooth complex projective curve, and let E be a vector bundle
on X which is not semistable. For a suitably chosen integer r, let Gr(E) be the Grass-
mann bundle over X that parametrizes the quotients of the fibers of E of dimension
r. Assuming some numerical conditions on the Harder-Narasimhan filtration of E, we
study Seshadri constants of ample line bundles on Gr(E). In many cases, we give the
precise values of the Seshadri constants. Our results generalize various known results for
the special case of rank(E) = 2. We include some examples in rank 4.
1. Introduction
Seshadri constants were introduced by Demailly [Dem] in 1990. He was motivated by an
ampleness criterion of Seshadri [Har1, Theorem 7.1]. Seshadri constants have become an
important area of research dealing with positivity of line bundles on projective varieties.
Let M be a smooth complex projective variety, and let L be a nef line bundle on M .
Take any point x ∈ M . The Seshadri constant of L at x, which is a nonnegative real
number denoted by ε(M,L, x), is defined to be
ε(M,L, x) := inf
x∈C
L · C
multxC
,
where the infimum is taken over all closed curves in M passing through the point x. Here
L · C denotes the intersection multiplicity, so only the numerical class of L is relevant in
the above definition, and multxC denotes the multiplicity of the curve C at x. It is easy
to check that the infimum can equivalently be taken just over irreducible and reduced
curves C.
Seshadri’s above mentioned criterion for ampleness says that L is ample if and only if
ε(M,L, x) > 0 for all x ∈ M .
If the variety M is clear from the context, we simply write ε(L, x) instead of ε(M,L, x).
Usually, the Seshadri constants are not easy to compute precisely and a lot of work
has focused on giving bounds on Seshadri constants. If L is an ample line bundle on a
projective variety M of dimension n, then it is not difficult to show that ε(L, x) ≤ n√Ln
for all x ∈ M , where Ln denotes the top self-intersection of L. So ε(L, x) belongs to the
interval (0, n
√
Ln]. In many specific cases, it is an interesting problem to shrink this range
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of possible values for Seshadri constants and a lot of work has been done in this direction.
For an overview of current research on Seshadri constants, see [BDHKKSS].
Since the Seshadri constant of an ample line bundle L at every point x is bounded
above by n
√
Ln, we can consider their supremum as x varies and define1
ε(L, 1) := sup
x∈M
ε(L, x) .
We also define
ε(L) := inf
x∈M
ε(L, x) .
When L is ample, the following inequalities hold for every x ∈ M :
0 < ε(L) ≤ ε(L, x) ≤ ε(L, 1) ≤ n
√
Ln .
An example of Miranda [La2, Example 5.2.1] shows that ε(L) can be arbitrarily small;
to be more precise, given a real number δ > 0, there exists an algebraic surface M (which
is obtained by blowing up the projective plane P2 at suitably chosen points) and an ample
line bundle L on M such that ε(M,L) < δ.
On the other hand, Ein and Lazarsfeld, [EL], have proved that ε(M,L, 1) ≥ 1 for
any ample line bundle L on any surface M . In fact, they show that the inequality
ε(M,L, x) < 1 holds for at most countably many points x ∈ M . In the case of surfaces,
it is known that ε(M,L, 1) is achieved at very general points onM (that is, points outside
a countable union of Zariski closed proper subsets in M); for more details, see [Og].
As the two results mentioned above suggest, most of the research on Seshadri constants
is focused on the case of surfaces. There are many important open problems on Seshadri
constants for surfaces which attract most attention and not a lot is known for higher
dimensional varieties.
Let M be a smooth complex projective variety of dimension n. For any ample line
bundle L on M , it is proved in [EKL] that ε(L, 1) ≥ 1
n
. This partially generalizes the
earlier mentioned result of Ein and Lazarsfeld for n = 2. Some improvements for this
are known for specific classes of varieties. For example, if M is a threefold, Cascini and
Nakamaye in [CN] obtained the bound ε(L, 1) > 1
2
. If M is a Fano variety of dimension
n ≥ 3 and its anti-canonical divisor is globally generated, then ε(L) ≥ 1
n−2
, except
when M is a del Pezzo three-fold of degree 1 (see [Le]). When M is a toric variety and
more generally when M has toric degenerations, Ito, [It2], has bounds on ε(L, 1) for an
ample line bundle L on M . When M is arbitrary, there are bounds on ε(L, 1) in terms
of Seshadri constants on the toric variety associated to the Newton–Okounkov body of
L [It1]. If M is an abelian variety, we have ε(L, x) = ε(L) = ε(L, 1) for all x ∈ M ,
because a translation does not change Seshadri constants. The case of abelian varieties
has been studied extensively; see, for example, [Na, La1, Ba, Deb].
1It may be mentioned that the numeral 1 in the definition of ε(L, 1) refers to the fact that we are
considering Seshadri constants at one point. Seshadri constants can also be defined at a finite set of
points and in this generality they are called multi-point Seshadri constants.
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Seshadri constants on ruled surfaces have been looked at by many authors (see [Ga, HM,
Sy]). Since ruled surfaces are projective bundles associated to rank two vector bundles
over smooth projective curves, it is natural to ask if similar results can be proved for
projective bundles of higher rank vector bundles on smooth curves. Our aim here is to
study Seshadri constants for line bundles on certain Grassmann bundles over smooth
complex projective curves.
Let X be a smooth complex projective curve, and let E be a vector bundle over X of
rank n. For a fixed integer 1 ≤ r < n, let Gr(E) denote the Grassmann bundle over
X parametrizing all r-dimensional quotients of fibers of E. We study Seshadri constants
of ample line bundles on Gr(E) for a suitably chosen r. Some numerical assumptions
on the Harder-Narasimhan filtration of E are imposed to obtain the results on Seshadri
constants.
A related problem has been studied in [BSS], [Hac]. In these papers, the authors define
Seshadri constants for a vector bundle E on a projective variety X in terms of the tau-
tological line bundle on the projective bundle P(E) over X . They also give some bounds
on these Seshadri constants. We remark that this is different from directly considering
Seshadri constants of line bundles on P(E).
In Section 2, we investigate the geometry of Gr(E) and obtain the results required for
the computation of Seshadri constants. In Section 3, we study Seshadri constants for
ample line bundles L on Gr(E). We have two main results (Theorems 3.1 and 3.3) on
Seshadri constants. They assume different conditions on the Harder-Narasimhan filtration
of E. We also prove two corollaries (Corollary 3.2 and Corollary 3.4) to our main theorems
which give values of ε(L, 1) and ε(L). Our results generalize many of the known results
in the case of ruled surfaces (i.e., when E has rank two); this is discussed in Remark 4.1.
We also give several examples to illustrate our results.
2. Unstable bundles and real Ne´ron–Severi group
2.1. Nef and pseudo-effective cones of a Grassmann bundle. LetX be a connected
smooth complex projective curve. The genus of X will be denoted by g. Let E be a vector
bundle over X which is not semistable. Let
0 = E0 ⊂ E1 ⊂ E2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ed−1 ⊂ Ed = E (2.1)
be the Harder–Narasimhan filtration of E. Note that d ≥ 2 because E is assumed not
to be semistable.
Fix an integer 1 < m ≤ d. Let
r := rank(E/Em−1) .
Let
f : Gr(E) −→ X (2.2)
be the Grassmann bundle that parametrizes the quotients of the fibers of E of dimension
r. The real Ne´ron–Severi group for Gr(E) is defined to be
NS(Gr(E))R := NS(Gr(E))⊗Z R = (Pic(Gr(E))/Pic0(Gr(E)))⊗Z R ,
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where Pic0(Gr(E)) is the connected component of the Picard group Pic(Gr(E)) containing
the identity element. A class c ∈ NS(Gr(E)) is called effective if there is an effective
divisor D on Gr(E) such that c represents OGr(E)(D). The pseudo-effective cone of Gr(E)
is the closed cone in NS(Gr(E))R generated by the effective classes. The nef cone of Gr(E)
coincides with the closed cone in NS(Gr(E))R generated by the ample divisors on Gr(E).
The nef cone is contained in the pseudo-effective cone.
For notational convenience, we will write
θ := degree(E/Em−1) . (2.3)
Let
L ∈ NS(Gr(E)) (2.4)
be the class of a fiber of the projection f in (2.2), so L is the class of f ∗L1 for a line
bundle L1 on X of degree one. The tautological line bundle on Gr(E) (the r-th exterior
product of the tautological quotient vector bundle) will be denoted by OGr(E)(1).
We will now recall Proposition 4.1 of page 363 in [BP] since it will be used here a couple
of times. Take any integer 1 ≤ r′′ < rank(E). Let 1 ≤ t ≤ d be the unique largest
integer such that
rank(E/Et−1) ≥ r′′
(see (2.1)).
For any vector bundle V on X , denote degree(V )/rank(V ) ∈ Q by µ(V ).
Define
θE,r′′ := (r
′′ − rank(E/Et)) · µ(Et/Et−1) + degree(E/Et) . (2.5)
Let ϕ : Grr′′(E) −→ X be the Grassmann bundle parametrizing the r′′ dimensional
quotients of the fibers of E. Let OGr
r′′
(E)(1) −→ Grr′′(E) be the determinant of the
tautological bundle over Grr′′(E) of rank r
′′. Just as in (2.4), let
L′′ ∈ NS(Grr′′(E))
be the class of a fiber of the above projection ϕ.
Proposition 2.1 ([BP, Proposition 4.1]). The nef cone of Grr′′(E) is generated by L′′
and [OGr
r′′
(E)(1)]− θE,r′′ · L′′, where L′′ is defined above.
If there is a positive integer c < d such that rank(Ec) = r (see (2.1)), then define
ζ := degree(Ec) . (2.6)
Lemma 2.2.
(1) The nef cone of Gr(E) is generated by L (defined in (2.4)) andM := [OGr(E)(1)]−
θ · L (see (2.3)).
(2) Assume that there is a positive integer c < d such that rank(Ec) = r. Then the
pseudo-effective cone of Gr(E) is generated by L and [OGr(E)(1)]− ζ · L, where ζ
is defined in (2.6).
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Proof. The first statement is a particular case of Proposition 2.1.
The second statement is proved in [BHP] (see [BHP, p. 74, Theorem 4.1]). Note that
the rational number ζE,r, defined in [BHP, p. 74, (3.10)], coincides with our ζ . 
Proposition 2.3. Assume that ζ in (2.6) is an integral multiple of r. Then the class
[OGr(E)(1)]− ζ · L ∈ NS(Gr(E)) is effective. Furthermore, there is exactly one effective
divisor on Gr(E) whose class is [OGr(E)(1)]− ζ · L.
Proof. Let L be a line bundle on X such that L⊗r =
∧r(Ec)∗ (recall that ζ is an integral
multiple of r). We note that degree(Ec ⊗ L) = 0, in fact the determinant line bundle∧r(Ec ⊗ L) is the trivial line bundle.
Replace E by E := E ⊗ L. Let
h : Gr(E) −→ X (2.7)
be the Grassmann bundle that parametrizes the quotients of the fibers of E of dimension
r. Then Gr(E) is canonically identified with Gr(E).
Given a vector bundle U ′ and a line bundle L′ on X , the vector bundle U ′ ⊗ L′ is
semistable if and only if U ′ is semistable. Also, we have µ(U ′ ⊗ L′) = µ(U ′) + µ(L′).
Therefore, the Harder–Narasimhan filtration of U ′⊗L′ is simply the Harder–Narasimhan
filtration of U ′ tensored with the line bundle L′. In particular, the Harder–Narasimhan
filtration of E is the filtration in (2.1) tensored with L, meaning the filtration
0 = E0 ⊗ L ⊂ E1 ⊗ L ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ed−1 ⊗ L ⊂ Ed ⊗ L = E ⊗ L = E
is the Harder–Narasimhan filtration of E . Since degree(Ec⊗L) = 0, the class of OGr(E)(1)
in NS(Gr(E)) = NS(Gr(E)) coincides with the class [OGr(E)(1)]− ζ · L in Lemma 2.2(2).
We have ∧r E ⊃ ∧r(Ec ⊗ L) = (∧r Ec)⊗ L⊗r = OX . (2.8)
This inclusion of the coherent sheaf OX in
∧r E produces an inclusion
C = H0(X, OX) →֒ H0(X,
∧r E) = H0(Gr(E), OGr(E)(1)) .
Let D be the effective divisor on Gr(E) = Gr(E) given by this one-parameter family of
nonzero sections.
Since the class of OGr(E)(1) in NS(Gr(E)) is [OGr(E)(1)]− ζ · L, the effective divisor D
constructed above lies in the class [OGr(E)(1)]−ζ ·L. In particular, the class [OGr(E)(1)]−
ζ · L is effective.
Now we will show that there is only one effective divisor in the class [OGr(E)(1)]−ζ ·L =
[OGr(E)(1)].
Let D′ be an effective divisor on Gr(E) that lies in the class [OGr(E)(1)]. Then
OGr(E)(D′) = OGr(E)(1)⊗ h∗L0 , (2.9)
where L0 is a line bundle on X of degree zero and h is the projection to X in (2.7). Now
using the projection formula, we have
H0(Gr(E), OGr(E)(1)⊗ h∗L0) = H0(X, (
∧r E)⊗ L0) .
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Let U be a vector bundle on X , let U1 ⊂ U be the first nonzero term in the Harder–
Narasimhan filtration for U . For any integer 1 ≤ s ≤ rank(U1), the first nonzero term
in the Harder–Narasimhan filtration for the vector bundle
∧s U is ∧s U1. Furthermore, if
U ′ is any nonzero term in the Harder–Narasimhan filtration for U , then the first nonzero
term in the Harder–Narasimhan filtration for
∧bU , where b = rank(U ′), is ∧b U ′.
Since r = rank(Ec⊗L), from the above property of the Harder–Narasimhan filtrations
we know that the first nonzero term in the Harder–Narasimhan filtration for
∧r E is
the line bundle
∧r(Ec ⊗ L) = (∧r Ec) ⊗ L⊗r = OX (as in (2.8)). Therefore, the
first nonzero term in the Harder–Narasimhan filtration for (
∧r E)⊗ L0 is the line bundle∧r(Ec⊗L)⊗L0 = L0 (recall that the Harder–Narasimhan filtration of the tensor product
of U with a line bundle is the tensor product of the Harder–Narasimhan filtration U with
the line bundle). We have degree(L0) = 0, so all the other graded pieces of the Harder–
Narasimhan filtration for (
∧r E) ⊗ L0 (other than L0) are of negative degree. Since a
semistable vector bundle of negative degree does not admit any nonzero section, from the
Harder–Narasimhan filtration for (
∧r E)⊗ L0 it follows that
H0(X, (
∧r E)⊗ L0) ⊂ H0(X, L0) . (2.10)
On the other hand, from (2.9) it follows that
H0(X, (
∧r E)⊗ L0) 6= 0 .
Since degree(L0) = 0, from (2.10) it now follows that
• L0 is the trivial line bundle OX , and
• dimH0(X, (∧r E)⊗ L0) = 1.
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
2.2. Bound on the degree of a quotient. Recall that m is a fixed integer with 1 <
m ≤ d, and r = rank(E/Em−1). The following is a corollary of Lemma 2.2(1):
Corollary 2.4. Let W be a quotient bundle of E of rank r. Then degree(W ) ≥ θ.
Proof. Let
sW : X −→ Gr(E)
be the section of the projection f in (2.2) defined by W . For the class M in Lemma
2.2(1), we have
s∗W (M) = s∗W ([OGr(E)(1)])− θ ≥ 0
(NS(X) is identified with Z using degree), because M is nef by Lemma 2.2(1) and
s∗W (L) = 1. But
s∗W ([OGr(E)(1)]) = degree(W ) ,
hence we have degree(W ) ≥ θ. 
The following is a refinement of Corollary 2.4:
Proposition 2.5. Let W be a quotient bundle of E of rank r. Then exactly one of the
following two is valid:
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(1) The quotient W coincides with the quotient E/Em−1 in (2.1).
(2) degree(W ) ≥ θ + µ(Em−1/Em−2)− µ(Em/Em−1).
Proof. Since µ(Em/Em−1) < µ(Em−1/Em−2), if statement (2) in the proposition holds,
then statement (1) is not valid. So it suffices to prove that (2) holds assuming that (1)
does not hold.
Consider the quotient bundles W and E/Em−1 of E of rank r. Let S be the image in
W of the subbundle Em−1 ⊂ E. Therefore,
Q := W/S
is a quotient of E/Em−1. So, we have
degree(W ) = degree(S) + degree(Q) . (2.11)
Assume that W is not the quotient E/Em−1 of E. This implies that we have S 6= 0 and
rank(Q) < r. Let r′ be the rank of Q; so rank(S) = r − r′ > 0.
Consider the Harder–Narasimhan filtration of E in (2.1). Let t be the smallest positive
integer such that rank(E/Et) < r
′. Note that t > m− 1 because r′ < r. Let
q0 : Grr′(E/Em−1) −→ X
be the Grassmann bundle that parametrizes all the r′ dimensional quotients of the fibers
of E/Em−1. The real Ne´ron–Severi class
[OGr
r′
(E/Em−1)(1)]− (degree(E/Et) + (r′ − rank(E/Et)) · µ(Et/Et−1)) · q∗0L1
on Grr′(E/Em−1) is nef (see Proposition 2.1), where OGr
r′
(E/Em−1)(1) is the tautological
line bundle, and L1 is the class of a line bundle on X of degree 1. Consequently, evaluating
this class on the section of the projection q0 given by the torsionfree quotient of Q we
have
degree(Q) ≥ degree(Q/Torsion) ≥ degree(E/Et) + (r′ − rank(E/Et)) · µ(Et/Et−1) .
(2.12)
We will next prove that
degree(S) ≥ (r − r′) · µ(Em−1/Em−2) . (2.13)
For this, first note that if the natural surjective homomorphism Em−1 −→ S is also
injective, then (2.13) holds, because in that case,
degree(Em−1) ≥ rank(Em−1) · µ(Em−1/Em−2) = (r − r′) · µ(Em−1/Em−2) .
So to prove (2.13) we will assume that r − r′ < rank(Em−1).
Let u ≤ m − 1 be the smallest nonnegative integer such that 0 ≤ rank(Em−1) −
rank(Eu) < r − r′; note that u ≥ 1, because r − r′ < rank(Em−1). Let
q1 : Grr−r′(Em−1) −→ X
be the Grassmann bundle that parametrizes all the r − r′ dimensional quotients of the
fibers of Em−1.
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By Proposition 2.1, the line bundle
[OGr
r−r′
(Em−1)(1)]−(degree(Em−1/Eu)+(r−r′−rank(Em−1)+rank(Eu))·µ(Eu/Eu−1))·q∗1L1
on Grr−r′(Em−1) is nef. Evaluating this line bundle on the section of q1 given by S (note
that S is a locally free quotient of Em−1 of rank r − r′), it follows that
degree(S) ≥ degree(Em−1/Eu) + (r − r′ − rank(Em−1) + rank(Eu)) · µ(Eu/Eu−1)
= rank(Em−1/Eu) · µ(Em−1/Eu) (2.14)
+ (r − r′ − rank(Em−1) + rank(Eu)) · µ(Eu/Eu−1)
≥ (rank(Em−1)− rank(Eu)) · µ(Em−1/Em−2) (2.15)
+ (r − r′ − rank(Em−1) + rank(Eu)) · µ(Em−1/Em−2).
= (r − r′) · µ(Em−1/Em−2).
The inequality (2.15) above holds because
µ(Em−1/Em−2) ≤ µ(Em−1/Eu) and µ(Em−1/Em−2) ≤ µ(Eu/Eu−1).
Note that the first inequality above holds if u < m− 1. If u = m− 1 then we directly
get (2.13) from (2.14).
This completes the proof of the inequality (2.13).
From (2.11), (2.12) and (2.13) we have
degree(W ) ≥ degree(E/Et) + (r′ − rank(E/Et)) · µ(Et/Et−1) + (r − r′) · µ(Em−1/Em−2)
= degree(E/Et) + (r
′ − rank(E/Et)) · µ(Et/Et−1) + (r − r′) · µ(Em/Em−1)
+ (r − r′) · (µ(Em−1/Em−2)− µ(Em/Em−1)) . (2.16)
We will show that
θ ≤ degree(E/Et) + (r′ − rank(E/Et)) · µ(Et/Et−1) + (r − r′) · µ(Em/Em−1) . (2.17)
If t = m, then the two sides of (2.17) coincide, because (r′− rank(E/Et)) + (r− r′) =
rank(Em/Em−1). If t > m, then
θ = degree(E/Et) + degree(Et/Et−1) + degree(Et−1/Em−1)
= degree(E/Et) + (r
′ − rank(E/Et))µ(Et/Et−1) + (r − r′) · µ(Et−1/Em−1)
+(rank(E/Et−1)− r′)µ(Et/Et−1) + (r′ − r + rank(Et−1/Em−1))µ(Et−1/Em−1) ;
also, (rank(E/Et−1) − r′) = −(r′ − r + rank(Et−1/Em−1)) > 0, and µ(Et/Et−1) <
µ(Et−1/Em−1), so
(rank(E/Et−1)− r′)µ(Et/Et−1) + (r′ − r + rank(Et−1/Em−1))µ(Et−1/Em−1) < 0 ,
proving (2.17).
Combining (2.16) and (2.17),
degree(W ) ≥ θ + (r − r′) · (µ(Em−1/Em−2)− µ(Em/Em−1))
≥ θ + µ(Em−1/Em−2)− µ(Em/Em−1)
because r − r′ ≥ 1 and µ(Em−1/Em−2) > µ(Em/Em−1). This completes the proof. 
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Write θ in (2.3) as
θ = s0 + α · r ,
where α ∈ Z and −r ≤ s0 < 0. Let L be a line bundle on X of degree −α and consider
F := E ⊗ L. Note that θF,r = s0 (see (2.5)).
As mentioned before, given a vector bundle U ′ and a line bundle L′ on X , the Harder–
Narasimhan filtration of U ′ ⊗ L′ is the Harder–Narasimhan filtration of U ′ tensored with
the line bundle L′. In particular, the Harder–Narasimhan filtration for F is the filtration
in (2.1) tensored with L.
As noted before, the Grassmann bundles for E and F are identified.
Therefore, substituting E by E ⊗ L we can assume that −r ≤ θ < 0. Henceforth
without loss of generality it may be assumed that
− r ≤ θ < 0 . (2.18)
Let Y be an irreducible smooth complex projective curve and
φ : Y −→ X
a surjective morphism.
Corollary 2.6. Assume that
µ(Em/Em−1)− µ(Em−1/Em−2) ≤ θ < 0 . (2.19)
Take any quotient bundle Q −→ Y of rank r of φ∗E. Then exactly one of the following
is valid:
(1) The quotient Q coincides with the quotient φ∗(E/Em−1) = (φ
∗E)/(φ∗Em−1).
(2) degree(Q) ≥ 0.
Proof. If U is a semistable vector bundle on X , then the vector bundle φ∗U on Y is also
semistable [BS, p. 441, Theorem 2.4]. (Note that this statement for vector bundles on
curves is much easier to prove than the version in [BS] which is for all dimensions.) Also,
we have
µ(φ∗U) = degree(φ) · µ∗(U) .
From these two facts it follows immediately that the Harder–Narasimhan filtration of
φ∗U is the pullback, via φ, of the Harder–Narasimhan filtration of U . In particular, the
Harder–Narasimhan filtration of φ∗E is the pullback, via φ, of the filtration in (2.1).
Therefore, the result follows from Proposition 2.5 and the conditions on θ in (2.19). 
3. Seshadri constants
In this section, we will use the results in Section 2 to compute Seshadri constants of
ample line bundles on Gr(E).
We quickly recall our set-up. Let X be a smooth complex projective curve, and let
E be a vector bundle on X of rank n which is not semistable. We have its Harder-
Narasimhan filtration in (2.1). As in Section 2, we fix an integer 1 < m ≤ d and set
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r := rank(E/Em−1). Let f : Gr(E) −→ X be the Grassmann bundle that parametrizes
the quotients of the fibers of E of dimension r.
In order to compute the Seshadri constants of ample line bundles on Gr(E), we will
first describe its closed cone of curves NE(Gr(E)) (the dual of the nef cone of Gr(E)).
Let Γl denote the class of a line in a fiber Y := f
−1(x0). Note that Y is isomorphic
to the Grassmannian variety of r-dimensional quotients of an n-dimensional vector space.
Let Γs denote the image of the section
s : X −→ Gr(E)
corresponding to the rank r quotient E −→ E/Em−1.
We claim that NE(Gr(E)) is the cone spanned by the classes of Γs and Γl. This can be
deduced from the facts that NE(Gr(E)) is the dual cone to the nef cone of Gr(E), and
the nef cone of Gr(E) is generated by L and M by Lemma 2.2(1). Indeed, it is easy to
see that L · Γl = 0 and L · Γs = 1. On the other hand, OGr(E)(1) · Γs = θ, since by
definition, θ = degree(E/Em−1) (see (2.3)). It is also clear that OGr(E)(1) · Γl = 1. Now
recall that M = [OGr(E)(1)] − θL. This gives that M · Γs = 0 and M · Γl = 1. It
now follows that NE(Gr(E)) is the cone spanned by the classes of Γs and Γl, proving the
claim.
We will now prove two independent results on Seshadri constants of ample line bundles
on Gr(E). These results make different assumptions on the Harder-Narasimhan filtration
(2.1) of E.
Theorem 3.1. Assume that there is an integer c < d such that rank(Ec) = r and that
degree(Ec) is an integral multiple of r. Let L be an ample line bundle on Gr(E) which is
numerically equivalent to L⊗a ⊗M⊗b, where L and M are as in Lemma 2.2(1). Then
the Seshadri constants of L are given by the following:
(1) ε(L, x) ≥ min{a, b}, for all x ∈ Gr(E).
(2) If b ≤ a, then ε(L, x) = b, for all x ∈ Gr(E).
(3) If a < b, then:
(i) if x does not belong to the base locus of the linear system |OGr(E)(1)|, then
ε(L, x) = b;
(ii) if x belongs to the base locus of |OGr(E)(1)|, then a ≤ ε(L, x) ≤ b;
(iii) if x ∈ Γs, then ε(L, x) = a.
Proof. We first prove statements (1) and (2), which, in fact, hold in general, without the
assumption on Ec.
Let C ⊂ Gr(E) be an irreducible and reduced curve passing through x. Let m denote
the multiplicity of C at x. We consider two cases.
Case 1: C is contained in a fiber of f .
In this case, as an element of NE(Gr(E)), this C is given by nl ·Γl for a positive integer
nl. In other words, C is a curve of degree nl in a fiber of f which is isomorphic to
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the Grassmannian of r-dimensional quotients of an n-dimensional vector space. Since C
contains a point x of multiplicity m, its degree is at least m, i.e., nl ≥ m.
We then have L·C
m
= bnl
m
≥ b.
Case 2: C is not contained in a fiber of f .
In this case, as an element of NE(Gr(E)), this C is given by nlΓl+nsΓs, for non-negative
integers ns, nl. Let Y be the fiber of f passing through x. Since C 6⊂ Y , Be´zout’s theorem
gives us the inequality
Y · C = L · C ≥ multxC = m.
So we have ns ≥ m.
Now the Seshadri ratio is given by L·C
m
= ans+bnl
m
≥ a + bnl
m
≥ a.
By Cases 1 and 2, we have that L·C
m
≥ min{a, b}, for all x ∈ Gr(E). This proves
(1). Further, note that for every point x ∈ Gr(E), there exists a line l in a fiber of f
that contains x. The Seshadri ratio for l is L·l
1
= b. This means that ε(L, x) ≤ b for all
x ∈ Gr(E). So if b ≤ a, then ε(L, x) = b, giving (2).
Now we use the hypothesis of the theorem to prove (3). Because of our hypothesis,
we can apply Proposition 2.3. We normalize E as in the proof of Proposition 2.3. In
other words, we replace E by E ⊗ L, where L is a line bundle on X such that L⊗r =∧r(Ec)∗ (recall that degree(Ec) is a multiple of r, by hypothesis). Then, as argued in
the proof of Proposition 2.3, it follows that
∧r Ec = OX . So ζ := degree(Ec) = 0 and
θ = degree(E/Em−1) < 0. Further, by Proposition 2.3, OGr(E)(1) is effective.
Now we prove (3)(i). So suppose that x is not in the base locus of the linear system
|OGr(E)(1)|. Then C is also not contained in the base locus of |OGr(E)(1)|. This implies
that OGr(E)(1) · C ≥ 0. Suppose that as an element of NE(Gr(E)), the curve C is given
by nlΓl + nsΓs, where ns, nl are non-negative integers. Then from the observation that
OGr(E)(1) · C ≥ 0 it follows that nl ≥ ns(−θ) ≥ ns.
If C is contained in a fiber of f , then by Case 1, we have L·C
m
≥ b. If C is not contained
in a fiber of f , then we have ns ≥ m. So nl ≥ ns ≥ m. Hence L·Cm = ans+bnlm ≥ a+b ≥ b.
This completes the proof of (3)(i).
For (3)(ii), we have ε(L, x) ≥ a, by part (1) of the theorem. Also, as noted above, for
every point x ∈ Gr(E), there exists a line l in a fiber of f that contains x whose Seshadri
ratio is given by L·l
1
= b. This means that ε(L, x) ≤ b for all x ∈ Gr(E). So (3)(ii)
follows.
For (3)(iii), note that Γs is smooth and L · Γs = a. 
Corollary 3.2. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 hold. Let L = L⊗a⊗M⊗b be an
ample line bundle on Gr(E), where L and M are as in Lemma 2.2(1). Then we have
(1) ε(L, 1) = b, and
(2) ε(L) = min{a, b}.
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Proof. Recall that ε(L, 1) is the supremum of ε(L, x) as x varies in X , while ε(L) is the
infimum of ε(L, x) as x varies in X (see Section 1).
If b ≤ a, then Theorem 3.1 implies that ε(L, x) = b for all x. So we have ε(L, 1) =
ε(L) = b. On the other hand, if b > a, then ε(L, x) = b for a point x outside the base
locus of |OGr(E)(1)| and a ≤ ε(L, x) ≤ b if x is in the base locus of |OGr(E)(1)|. Note also
that ε(L, x) = a if x ∈ Γs. So the corollary follows. 
For our next result about Seshadri constants, we will make use of Corollary 2.6. We
also normalize E as in (2.18).
Theorem 3.3. Assume that µ(Em/Em−1)−µ(Em−1/Em−2) ≤ θ. Let L be an ample line
bundle on Gr(E) which is numerically equivalent to L⊗a ⊗M⊗b, where L and M are as
in Lemma 2.2(1). The Seshadri constant of L at x ∈ Gr(E) is given by the following:
ε(L, x) =
{
b if b ≤ a or x /∈ Γs,
a if a < b and x ∈ Γs .
Proof. We normalize E as in (2.18). Then θ = degree(E/Em−1) is negative.
Note that, if C is an irreducible curve in Gr(E), not contained in a fiber of f , then
the restriction of f to C defines a surjective morphism φ : Y → X , where Y is the
normalization of C. Moreover, the embedding of C in Gr(E) defines a rank r quotient
Q of φ⋆(E). Conversely, for any surjective morphism φ : Y → X with Y smooth and
irreducible, a rank r quotient of φ∗(E) defines a morphism Y → Gr(E) and hence a curve
C in Gr(E), not contained in a fiber of f . In particular, the section Γs, by definition, is
given by the rank r quotient E −→ E/Em−1.
Since µ(Em/Em−1) − µ(Em−1/Em−2) ≤ θ by hypothesis, we can apply Corollary 2.6.
This corollary says that if C is a curve on Gr(E) given by a rank r quotient φ∗(E)→ Q,
then either Q coincides with the quotient E −→ E/Em−1 or degree(Q) ≥ 0. In other
words, either C = Γs or OGr(E)(1) · C ≥ 0.
Let C ⊂ Gr(E) be an irreducible and reduced curve passing through x. Let m denote
the multiplicity of C at x. We consider three different cases.
Case 1: C is contained in a fiber of f .
In this case, we have L·C
m
≥ b. The proof is exactly the same as in Case 1 in the proof
of Theorem 3.1.
Case 2: C = Γs.
Note that Γs is a smooth curve, so that m = 1. Hence the Seshadri ratio is given by
L·Γs
1
= a.
Case 3: C 6= Γs and C is not contained in a fiber of f .
By Corollary 2.6, we have OGr(E)(1) · C ≥ 0.
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As before, as an element of NE(Gr(E)), the curve C is given by nlΓl + nsΓs, for non-
negative integers ns, nl. The same argument as for Case 2 in the proof of Theorem 3.1
now gives nl ≥ ns(−θ) ≥ ns ≥ m, and hence L·Cm = ans+bnlm ≥ a+ b ≥ b.
The above analysis shows that if C 6= Γs, then the Seshadri ratio L·CmultxC is at least b.
Note that given any point x ∈ Gr(E), there exists a line l passing through x lying in the
fiber containing x. Since l is smooth and it is given by Γl in the cone of curves of Gr(E),
the Seshadri ratio is L·l
1
= L · Γl = b. Thus the Seshadri constant of L at x is equal to
b, except when a < b and x ∈ Γs, in which case ε(L, x) = a.
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Corollary 3.4. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 hold. Let L = L⊗a⊗M⊗b be an
ample line bundle on Gr(E), where L and M are as in Lemma 2.2(1). Then we have
(1) ε(L, 1) = b, and
(2) ε(L) = min{a, b}.
Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of Corollary 3.2 and follows easily from
Theorem 3.3. 
4. Remarks and Examples
Remark 4.1. As mentioned in Section 1, several authors have studied Seshadri constants
on Gr(E) when E has rank 2 (see [Ga, Sy]). In this remark, we compare our result in
Theorem 3.3 with known results in this case.
Let X be a smooth complex projective curve and let E be a rank 2 vector bundle on X .
Assume that E is normalized in the sense of [Har2, Chapter V, Section 2]. In other words,
H0(X,E) 6= 0, but H0(X, E ⊗ L) = 0 for any line bundle L on X with degree(L) < 0.
In [Har2, Chapter V, Section 2], the invariant e of Gr(E) is defined as e : = −degree(E),
after normalizing E as above. Very precise results on Seshadri constants are known when
e > 0 (see [Ga, Sy]); Theorem 3.3 recovers these results.
We first claim that E is not semistable if and only if e > 0 which in turn is equivalent
to degree(E) < 0, by definition of e.
Indeed, if H0(X, E) 6= 0, then OX is a subsheaf of E of slope zero, so if degree(E) < 0,
then E can not be semistable. On the other hand, if E is not semistable, consider the
Harder-Narasimhan filtration (2.1) of E:
0 = E0 ⊂ E1 ⊂ E2 = E ,
where E1 is a sub-line-bundle of E with maximal degree. Then degree(E1) = 0. For,
since E has nonzero sections, degree(E1) ≥ 0. But as E has no nonzero sections after
tensoring with any negative degree line bundle, degree of E1 has to be zero. Now it follows
that degree(E) < 0, since E1 destabilizes E.
So this is a special case of our set-up with r = 1 = rank(E/E1). By (2.3), we have
θ = degree(E/E1) = degree(E) < 0. Further note that the hypothesis in Theorem 3.3 is
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satisfied. In fact, we have an equality µ(E2/E1)−µ(E1/E0) = θ. So Theorem 3.3 applies
and we obtain precise values of Seshadri constants for any ample line bundle on Gr(E).
We now give four examples which satisfy the hypotheses of either Theorem 3.1 or
Theorem 3.3. As far as we know, in all four examples our results give new computations
of Seshadri constants. In our examples, rank(E) = 4.
Example 4.2. Let X be a smooth complex projective curve. Let L be a line bundle of
degree -1 on X , and set E = L ⊕ O⊕3X . Then degree(E) = −1 and µ(E) = −14 . Since
E has a subbundle of degree zero, it is not semistable. The Harder-Narasimhan filtration
of E is
0 = E0 ⊂ E1 = O⊕3X ⊂ E2 = E .
Let r := rank(E2/E1) = 1. Note that θ = degree(L) = −1, and E is normalized as in
(2.18).
Since µ(E2/E1)−µ(E1/E0) = −1−0 = θ, the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied.
Thus this theorem precisely computes the Seshadri constants of line bundles on Gr(E).
Note that the sections of OGr(E)(1) are given by global sections of E, and there are three
linearly independent global sections of E given by the three copies of OX in E. These
three sections of OGr(E)(1) meet precisely in Γs, which is the section of the projection
Gr(E) −→ X given by the rank 1 quotient E −→ L. So Γs is the only curve in Gr(E)
which meets OGr(E)(1) negatively. In this example, this can also be seen by observing
that E −→ L is the only rank 1 quotient of E which has negative degree.
Example 4.3. Let X be a smooth complex projective curve. Let L be a line bundle of
degree −1 on X , and set E = L⊕2 ⊕ O⊕2X . Then µ(E) = −12 , and E is not semistable
because it has a subbundle of degree zero. The Harder-Narasimhan filtration of E is
0 = E0 ⊂ E1 = O⊕2X ⊂ E2 = E .
Let r := rank(L⊕2) = 2. Note that θ = degree(L⊕2) = −2, and E is normalized as in
(2.18).
Since µ(E2/E1) − µ(E1/E0) = −1 − 0 > θ, the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 are not
satisfied. Indeed, Gr(E) contains curves which meet OGr(E)(1) negatively, but are different
from Γs. For example, the section of Gr(E) −→ X corresponding to the rank 2 quotient
E −→ OX ⊕ L has intersection -1 with OGr(E)(1).
On the other hand, the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied, because rank(E1) = 2
and degree(E1) = 0. Hence by Theorem 3.1, we can find precise values of Seshadri
constants of ample line bundles on Gr(E) at points not contained in the base locus of
OGr(E)(1). In fact, we have precise values at points not contained in curves which meet
OGr(E)(1) negatively.
Example 4.4. Let X be a smooth complex projective curve. Let L−1 be a line bundle
of degree −1 on X , and let L1 be a line bundle of degree 1. Set E = L⊕2−1 ⊕ L⊕21 . Then
µ(E) = 0, and E is not semistable because it has a sub-line-bundle of degree 1. The
Harder-Narasimhan filtration of E is
0 = E0 ⊂ E1 = L⊕21 ⊂ E2 = E .
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Let r := rank(E2/E1) = rank(L
⊕2
−1) = 2. Note that
θ = degree(E2/E1) = degree(L
⊕2
−1) = −2 ,
and E is normalized as in (2.18).
Since µ(E2/E1)−µ(E1/E0) = −1−1 = θ, the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied.
Thus we can precisely compute the Seshadri constants of line bundles on Gr(E).
Example 4.5. Let X be a smooth complex projective curve of positive genus. Let L−1
be a line bundle of degree −1 on X , and let L0 be a non-trivial line bundle of degree 0.
Set E = L−1 ⊕ O⊕2X ⊕ L0. Then µ(E) = −14 and E is not semistable because it has
subbundles of degree 0. The Harder-Narasimhan filtration of E is
0 = E0 ⊂ E1 = O⊕2X ⊕ L0 ⊂ E2 = E .
Let r := rank(E2/E1) = rank(L−1) = 1. Note that θ = degree(E2/E1) = −1, and E
is normalized as in (2.18).
Since µ(E2/E1)−µ(E1/E0) = −1−0 = θ, the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied.
Thus we can precisely compute the Seshadri constants of line bundles on Gr(E).
Unlike in Example 4.2, the line bundle OGr(E)(1) has only two independent sections.
So the base locus of OGr(E)(1) strictly contains Γs, which is the section of Gr(E) −→ X
corresponding to the quotient E −→ L−1. However, note that Γs is the only curve in
Gr(E) which meets OGr(E)(1) negatively, by Corollary 2.6.
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